Figure 1. Graphical representation of angle-of-attack.
In this study high angle-of-attack is assumed to be angles-of-attack greater than the critical angle-ofattack, or stall angle, of the vehicle; however, forward airspeed is maintained and some lift is generated by the wings, distinguishing the flight regime from hovering.
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High angle-of-attack flight can hold advantages over full-speed flight. The reduced speed when operating at high angle-of-attack provides tighter turning and greater obstacle avoidance capability. High angle-ofattack flight can also be utilized to perform steep descents without a high airspeed.
Additionally, high angle-of-attack flight can hold benefits in terms of sensing missions. The greater maneuverability may permit the vehicle to obtain a closer or more advantageous viewing location in a cluttered environment. The reduced speed can decrease blurring of a target sensed at close-proximity and can also increase the time in which a target is sensed. The low airspeed coupled with steep descent capability can enable maneuvers such as perching, sensor placement, or landing in confined areas without sacrificing ingress and egress speed.
2 Additionally, the extreme orientations which can be obtained in high angle-ofattack flight can achieve sensor pointing capabilities without the weight and complexity of gimballing the sensor.
3
Many small remote-controlled aircraft are capable of performing high angle-of-attack flight, which generally requires low wing loading, high control effectiveness, and moderately high thrust-to-weight ratio. Some small UAVs currently utilize such a flight regime for short landings; 11 however, sustained flight and maneuvering at high angle-of-attack remains an underutilized realm of flight for UAVs. An example of a small unmanned vehicle operating at high angle-of-attack is shown in Figure 2 . 
B. High Angle-of-Attack Planning
High angle-of-attack maneuvers can be included in the library of available maneuvers from which a random sampling-based planning algorithm can choose for a given solution. The reduced airspeed and tighter turn radius may provide local path solutions in and amongst obstacles which, when combined, may produce overall trajectories with shorter durations than those constrained to full-speed maneuvers. Additionally, high angle-of-attack maneuvers could yield better paths for a variety of non-duration cost functions used in the planning process, such as target sensing effectiveness.
The high angle-of-attack maneuvers are modified from traditional trajectory primitives utilized in iterative path planning algorithms. The maximum angle-of-attack at which the vehicle can sustain the adequate lift and control effectiveness to maneuver, or simply the maximum angle-of-attack at which the operator desires to operate the vehicle, is specified and designated α max . Evaluation of video footage and input from a pilot with extensive experience operating vehicles of a wide size range at high angles-of-attack led to the following conditional statements governing the scenarios at which high angle-of-attack maneuvers are performed:
• If the vehicle is traveling horizontally (γ = 0) the high angle-of-attack primitive is performed with the angle-of-attack and the pitch angle both at α max , velocity at V min , and minimum turn radius.
• If the vehicle is climbing at a flight path angle less than α max (γ < α max ), the pitch angle is equivalent to α max and the angle-of-attack is the difference between the flight path angle and the pitch angle.
The velocity and turn radius are inversely proportional to the angle-of-attack.
• If the vehicle is descending at a flight path angle less than α max (−γ < α max ), the angle-of-attack is equivalent to α max and the pitch angle is the sum of the flight path angle and α max . The velocity is V min and therefore the turn radius is minimum.
• If the vehicle is climbing or descending at a flight path angle greater than α max (|γ| > α max ), sustained high angle-of-attack trajectory primitives are infeasible. Therefore pitch angle and flight path angle are equivalent, velocity is V max , and turn radius is standard for the vehicle in full-speed flight.
The conditional rules governing high angle-of-attack maneuvers listed above are illustrated in Figure 3 .
The velocity for each high angle-of-attack maneuver ranges between V min , at α max , and V max , in full-speed flight, and scales proportionally throughout the angle-of-attack range. The turn rate, ω, is maintained constant regardless of angle-of-attack; therefore turn radius, R, scales proportionally with V . The time duration of each maneuver is based on the resulting velocity. 
III. Time-Based Planning
The advantage of including high angle-of-attack flight capability in a time-based path planning algorithm is examined. A random dense tree planning algorithm is utilized which is a randomly-sampled iterative path planning process particularly useful for kinematically-constrained systems in complicated environments. The random dense tree grows from the initial configuration and attempts to reach randomly-sampled waypoints with kinematically-feasible trajectory primitives. This approach quickly develops feasible trajectories to the goal configuration, and further computational time can serve to improve the best solution trajectory.
The typical algorithm is modified to include not only traditional full-speed trajectory primitives but also the same set of potential trajectory primitives performed at high angle-of-attack, subject to the conditional rules depicted in Figure 3 . This effectively doubles the available trajectory primitives for each local solution in the planning process.
The choice of trajectory primitive for each local solution is based on minimum time. Such a cost places the high angle-of-attack primitives at a disadvantage compared to the full-speed primitives.
The vehicle characteristics utilized in this study are presented in Table 1 . The environment utilized in this study consists of multiple obstacles of varying height and resembles that of a city. The environment is presented in Figure 4 .
A Monte Carlo simulation is performed which plans trajectories through the environment in Figure 4 both with and without high angle-of-attack primitives available. A total of 50 random dense trees were grown for each case, and the path with the shortest duration characterizes the performance of each. An example of a path found in the Monte Carlo simulation without high angle-of-attack primitives is shown in Figure 5A . Many such paths featured lengthy turning segments due to the minimum turn radius being insufficient to make more direct turns towards the randomly sampled waypoints while maintaining obstacle
avoidance. An example of a path found in the Monte Carlo simulation with high angle-of-attack primitives is shown in Figure 5B with the high angle-of-attack segments highlighted with bold line segments. Typically the inclusion of high angle-of-attack primitives allows the overall path to be more direct. The distributions of path times from the Monte Carlo simulations are presented in Figure 6 . The statistical summary of the path times is presented in Table 2 . The inclusion of high angle-of-attack primitives in this cluttered environment reduced the mean path duration by 21% and the standard deviation by 55%.
The simulation without high angle-of-attack primitives actually recorded a lower minimum path duration than the simulation with high angle-of-attack primitives; however, this can be regarded as a result of the randomized sampling process as the rest of the data strongly indicates that the opportunity to choose high angle-of-attack primitives allows for more consistently shorter path times. 
IV. Sensor-Based Planning
The potential advantage of including high angle-of-attack flight in planning for sensing effectiveness is examined. The reduced speed is a primary benefit of high angle-of-attack flight in close-proximity sensing, as it may permit the target to be sensed more effectively due to decreased blurring and increased sensing time. Additional benefits may arise due to the increased maneuverability of the vehicle as well as the sensor pointing capability.
The sensing effectiveness analysis is based on several sensor and target parameters and the position, orientation, and movement of the vehicle at a given point in time. Each parameter is converted to a sensing effectiveness metric and they are all combined to find the overall sensing effectiveness of the target at that particular point along a path. Any single parameter that is outside the acceptable limits for effective sensing will result in non-effective overall sensing effectiveness. This system is described in greater detail in literature.
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A. Wing Rock Augmentation
Prior studies of high angle-of-attack flight have found uncommanded wing rock to be a common characteristic experienced by aircraft with different size and speed ranges as well as different configurations. This wing rock is a periodic oscillation primarily about the roll axis of the vehicle. Such an oscillatory roll rate will typically reduce the sensing effectiveness of the target if the sensor being utilized is susceptible to blurring.
If the vehicle will encounter wing rock in high angle-of-attack flight and the sensor is affected by such motion the image plane velocity measurement is augmented to account for the motion of the wing rock. A forward-looking sensor will experience radial blurring due to the oscillations about the roll axis. The function utilized to augment the image plane velocity for a forward-looking sensor is presented in Equation 1 , where p wr represents the maximum roll rate due to wing rock and u and v represent image plane coordinates.
A downward-looking sensor will experience varying blurring across the horizontal axis of the image plane, with the highest blurring occurring at the center of the horizontal axis when the roll rate due to wing rock is highest. The function utilized to augment the image plane velocity for a downward-looking sensor is presented in Equation 2, where f represents the sensor focal length.
A side-looking sensor will experience varying blurring across the vertical axis of the image plane, with the highest blurring occurring at the center of the vertical axis when the roll rate due to wing rock is highest. The function utilized to augment the image plane velocity for a side-looking sensor is presented in Equation 3 . 
B. Monte Carlo Simulation
A comparison is performed to examine the impact high angle-of-attack flight has on the sensing effectiveness of targets both with and without wing rock augmentation. Monte Carlo simulations are performed in which trajectory primitives are sampled around targets of various orientations. Full-speed and high angle-of-attack trajectory primitives are calculated for each set of sampled initial and final configurations. The simulation is performed until 100 sets of configurations have been found that yield a non-zero overall sensing effectiveness for at least one of the three types of primitives: full-speed, high angle-of-attack without wing rock, and high angle-of-attack with wing rock. The sensing effectiveness of the full-speed trajectory primitives is compared to that of the high angle-of-attack primitives with and without wing rock effects.
The target parameters utilized in the Monte Carlo simulations are presented in Table 3 . The target location along with the local sampling region for all the high angle-of-attack Monte Carlo sensing simulations is shown in Figure 8 .
The vehicle parameters utilized in the high angle-of-attack Monte Carlo sensing simulations for both full-speed and high angle-of-attack primitives are presented in Table 4 . The sensor parameters utilized are also presented in Table 5 .
The results indicate that the inclusion of the penalty for wing rock consistently reduces the sensing effectiveness of high angle-of-attack primitives as compared to without the wing rock image plane velocity The one notable exception in which full-speed primitives are superior to high angle-of-attack primitives in terms of sensing effectiveness is when the target is facing sideways and the vehicle has a downward-pointing sensor. This configuration yields poor sensing with high angle-of-attack primitives due largely to the fact that the best sensing orientation is often when the vehicle is banking in a turn. The vehicle banks very little in high angle-of-attack flight thereby limiting the sensing capability.
V. Example
A sensor-centric framework for path planning and improvement, developed in previous work, 13 is utilized to provide an example. High angle-of-attack capability is added to both phases: finding trajectory primitives which effectively sense the targets and planning low time trajectories between such sensing primitives. The environment utilized in this example is shown in Figure 9 and parameters are provided in Table 6 .
The first step of the planning process randomly samples trajectory primitives around each target. Fullspeed and high angle-of-attack primitives (with wing rock) are calculated for each sample. Sampling is performed until a specified number of primitives are found which yield a non-zero sensing effectiveness. The sampled trajectory primitives which are feasible are shown in Figure 10A . The primitives which yield the most effective sensing of each target are chosen and presented in Figure 10B . It is found that for 2 of the 3 targets high angle-of-attack primitives provide the highest sensing effectiveness. The third target, which is best sensed with a full-speed primitive, is the same target/sensor configuration combination which was found to not be improved by high angle-of-attack in the Monte Carlo simulation. The sensing effectiveness of each target is presented in Table 7 . Random dense trees are then grown in order to determine the order of visitation and develop the trajectories between the sensing primitives. High angle-of-attack primitives are available for inclusion if they yield a shorter duration local solution at any branch addition step of the tree growth. The resulting total trajectory connecting the sensing primitives is presented in Figure 11 . It can be seen that several regions of the path incorporate high angle-of-attack flight.
It is then attempted to improve the non-sensing portions of the trajectory through two algorithms:
order reduction and order expansion. segments of the trajectory. The overall trajectory after the order reduction algorithm is applied is presented in Figure 12 . The order expansion algorithm is then applied, which improves upon the first and last segments of the reduced-order trajectory shown in Figure 12 . The overall trajectory after the order expansion algorithm is applied is presented in Figure 13 . The duration of each path segment and the relative improvement achieved by each step of the process is presented in Table 8 . The overall path duration and relative improvement achieved by each step of the process is presented in Table 9 . 
VI. Conclusion
The inclusion of high angle-of-attack flight capability is shown to be beneficial in several aspects of sensing missions. The utilization of the smaller turn radius while maneuvering in high angle-of-attack is shown to permit trajectories through a cluttered environment which are shorter in both path length and duration than traditional tree-based trajectories performed at full speed. Trajectories which had the ability to utilize high angle-of-attack flight at times in the tree-growth averaged a 21% shorter total duration in the simulations performed.
High angle-of-attack maneuvering is also shown to improve the sensing effectiveness for close-range targets in cluttered environments. Improvement is seen even accounting for the detrimental wing rock behavior seen in high angle-of-attack flight on many aircraft.
There are several reasons that high angle-of-attack flight improves the sensing effectiveness. First, high angle-of-attack flight is performed at a reduced speed which can lead to better sensing effectiveness due to decreased blurring. Second, the extreme attitude of high angle-of-attack flight creates a form of sensor pointing which may provide more advantageous viewing angles for particular targets. Third, the tighter maneuvering capability permits trajectories which travel closer to the target or in a better vantage point than full speed flight permits due to obstacle collisions.
The combined benefits of the improved sensing effectiveness along with the reduced path duration make the inclusion of high angle-of-attack flight an extremely beneficial capability for such close-proximity sensing missions in cluttered environments.
